
Finance ready capabilities 
powered by Microsoft 
Dynamics 365

Drive the modern finance agenda to enable digital 
transformation with low disruption, agile implementat
ion with a platform that scales with growth using 
Finance Ready
Built on Microsoft Azure & Dynamics 365, PwC’s Finance ready 
capabilities is an 80% ready out of the box solution that contains 8 
key solution components ranging from industry leading business 
processes to key business enablers built on Dynamics 365. 
Finance Ready not only allows for a rapid 13 weeks Finance ERP 
implementation at lower costs, but it also offers flexibility and 
scalability based on client needs and allows for greater efficiency 
and productivity through prebuilt automation and integration tools.

Accelerate digital and technological change: 
Dynamics 365 system specific finance process flows with 
integrated PwC leading practices will allow for an 
accelerated modern finance agenda and consistency 
across the organization
Achieve efficiencies and reduce operating overhead:
Leverage prebuilt workflows, automation and integration 
tools that will create greater efficiencies and flexibility for 
the workforce, and reduce processing overhead

Attain insights through visualized data:
Pre-configured dashboards built on Power BI will provide 
real time insights and data visualization to users, driving 
key decision making within the organization
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Improve finance 
processes
Leverage repository of 
process taxonomy and 
industry leading busines
s processes designed 
with PwC’s Finance 
Effectiveness practice.

Increase efficiency 
through automation
Manage enterprise 
performance with 
financial planning and 
analysis. Focused 
persona-based 
dashboards and reports 
help keep the finance 
team and the broader 
business on track

Insights through 
visual data
Drive growth and 
decision making 
capabilities with data 
analysis at your 
fingertips

Logistics firm taps into growth potential with cloud-based financial platform

Challenge
Client had the challenge of maintaining a network of 400 independent third-party depots and locations 
across the globe. As that network continued to grow, their business processes had to scale along with 
that growth in order to continue providing the level of service their customers have grown to expect.

Solution
Developed integrated business processes across core financial operations. Simplifying and integrating 
these processes helped eliminate manual effort and make work more efficiently. Built-in automations 
and enhanced functionality gave real-time insights to support decision making. 

Results
Through PwC’s Finance Ready, they were able to transform back-office operations. This solution 
provided real-time data and flexible, consolidated workflows that empower employees to work more 
efficiently - while also increasing the ability to scale as a business. 
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Configuration 
workbooks
Accelerate adoption and 
reduce support costs 
leveraging on-screen 
step-by-step process 
guides with visual “how-
to” task recorders for 
training and knowledge 
stories
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